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Abstract: In this paper, we first study the static equilibrium of a a closed economy model in terms of 
dependence on national income and interest rate from the main factors namely the marginal 
propensity to consume, tax rate, investment rate and the rate of currency demand. In the second part, 
we study the dynamic equilibrium solutions in terms of stability. We thus obtain the variation 
functions of national income and interest rate variation and their limit values. 
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1 Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to analyze a closed economy model so the situation 
when net exports are zero. 
After formulation of classical assumptions of the model, we first study the static 
equilibrium in terms of dependence on national income and interest rate from the 
main factors namely the marginal propensity to consume, tax rate, investment rate 
and the rate of currency demand. 
In the second part, we study the dynamic equilibrium solutions in terms of stability. 
We thus obtain the variation functions of national income and interest rate variation 
and their limit values. 
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2 The Model Equations ([4]) 
The model equations are: 
(1) D=C+I+G 
(2) C=cYV+C0, C0>0, cY∈(0,1) 
(3) V=Y+TR-TI, TR>0 
(4) TI=riYY+T0, riY∈(0,1), T0∈R 
(5) I=inYY+irr+I0, inY∈(0,1), ir<0, I0>0 
(6) G= G  
(7) D=Y 









• D – the aggregate demand; 
• C – the consumer demand (a concave function of V); 
• I – the investment demand; 
• G – the government spending; 
• V – the disposable income; 
• Y – the aggregate supply (national income); 
• TR – the government transfers; 
• TI – taxes; 







• riY – the tax rate, riY∈(0,1); 
• inY –the rate of investments, inY∈(0,1); 
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• ir – a factor of influence on the investment rate, ir<0; 
• r – the interest rate; 
• MD – the money demand in the economy; 
• mdY – the rate of money demand in the economy; 
• mr – a factor of influencing the demand for currency from the interest rate, 
mr<0; 
• M – the money supply. 
 
3 The Static Equilibrium 
From (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) we get: 
(12) D=cY(Y+TR-riYY-T0)+C0+inYY+irr+I0+ G  
The equilibrium condition D=Y in (7) implies: Y=cY(Y+TR-riYY-















With the notation: 















From the fact that riY∈(0,1), inY∈(0,1), cY∈(0,1) we get that: 1-cY(1-riY)-inY>0 if 



















































































We will note below, for simplification: 
(20) Λ= ( )YYYrYr in)ri1(c1mmdi −−−+ <0 




from where: sgn(Γ)=sgn(Ω). 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































After these considerations: 
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<0 then r is decreasing and 












<0 then Y is decreasing and concave 
with respect to cY; 












>0 then r is increasing and 












>0 then Y is increasing and convex 
with respect to cY; 
























<0 then Y is 
































































































































































































>0 then Y is decreasing and convex with respect to mdY. 
 
4 A Result on the Stability of Solutions of a System of Differential 
Equations of First Order, Linear, with Constant Coefficients 
Lemma 






















































Y~,X~ ∈R if and only if: 
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2. a=d=0, b≠0, c=0: f=0, b= 0Y
e
−











3. a=d=0, b=0, c≠0: e=0, c= 0X
f
−





















































































































































































































































































11. (a-d)2+4bc>0, b≠0, a+d<0 and ad-bc>0 and λ1≠λ2 are roots of the equation: λ2-
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( ) ( )




































12. (a-d)2+4bc>0, b≠0, ad-bc<0 and λ1<0, λ2>0 are roots of the equation: λ2-
(a+d)λ+(ad-bc)=0: 
































































































































































































16.  (a-d)2+4bc>0, b=0, c≠0, a>0, d<0: a= 0X
e
−
 with the solution: 





















































































19. a≠d, a<0, d>0, b=c=0: e∈R, d= 0Y
f
−























20. a≠d, a>0, d<0, b=c=0: a= 0X
e
−
 with the solution: 












































22. (a-d)2+4bc<0, b≠0, a+d<0 and λ1=α+iβ, λ2=α-iβ, β≠0 are the roots of the 
equation: λ2-(a+d)λ+(ad-bc)=0: e,f∈R with the solution: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )










































































23. (a-d)2+4bc<0, b≠0, a+d>0 and λ1=α+iβ, λ2=α-iβ, β≠0 are the roots of the 
equation: λ2-(a+d)λ+(ad-bc)=0: ( ) debfXbcad 0 −=− , ( ) ( )afceYbcad 0 −=−  











24. (a-d)2+4bc<0, b≠0, a+d=0 and λ1=α+iβ, λ2=α-iβ, β≠0 are the roots of the 





5 The Dynamic Equilibrium 





















































where we note χY=1-cY(1-riY)-inY>0 





























































r~,Y~ ∈R+ if 
and only if: 
1. (αχY+βmr)2+4αβirmdY=0 then: 


















































































































































































































( ) ( ) ( ) ( )








































































3. (αχY+βmr)2+4αβirmdY<0 and λ1=µ+iν, λ2=µ-iν, ν≠0 are roots of the equation: 
λ2+(αχY-βmr)λ-αβ(χYmr+irmdY)=0 then: 
( )




( ) ( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )( )( )
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The above analysis highlights the following issues: 





T0)+C0+I0+ G  is obtained that if ( )Λ−+Ω− 0Y TTR)ri1( >0 then the interest 
rate and the national income are decreasing and concave in relation to the 
marginal propensity to consume; if ( )Λ−+Ω− 0Y TTR)ri1(2 <0 then the 
interest rate and the national income are increasing and convex in relation to 
the marginal propensity to consume; if ( )Λ−+Ω− 0Y TTR)ri1( <0 and 
( )Λ−+Ω− 0Y TTR)ri1(2 >0 then the interest rate and the national income are 
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increasing and concave in relation to the marginal propensity to consume. 
Also, the interest rate and the national income are increasing and concave with 
respect to tax rates, are decreasing and concave in relation to the investment 
rate, and increasing and concave in relation to the rate of currency demand. 





T0)+C0+I0+ G  we get that the interest rate and the national income are 
increasing and convex in relation to the marginal propensity to consume, 
decreasing and convex with respect to tax rates, increasing and convex in 
relation to the investment rate, decreasing and convex in relation to the rate of 
currency demand. 
• In relation to time, the national income and the interest rate have a tendency to 
stabilize, their evolution and limit values being specified above. 
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